Music streaming systems

Pictured: Control 15 touch-screen system (above) and Core Control App for iPad® (right)

Experience the SOOLOOS MUSIC REVOLUTION.
Imagine the ultimate entertainment experience. All your treasured music at
your fingertips. Simply touch, and instantly enjoy your music in living
colour and pristine audio fidelity. Play a song that brings back a memory.
Introduce a friend to something new. Set the stage for a perfect evening.

Power, Performance AND MQA.
For over 35 years, Meridian has employed powerful
technology to deliver unparalleled performance.
Sooloos streaming solutions continue that tradition,
faithfully delivering digital media accurately and true
to the source. And now, Sooloos offers guaranteed
studio master-quality sound from mqa downloads
and streaming services like tidal®.

L to R: Meridian Prime Headphone Amplifier and
power supply; iPad running the Core Control App;
Meridian Sooloos Media Core 200.

Enjoyment and Discovery.
lps gave us big, beautiful artwork. cds gave us digital
clarity. Computers gave us massive storage.
Meridian Sooloos gives you all these – and more.
Music shouldn’t be hidden away: it represents the treasured
moments of your life. Sooloos puts all these treasures
at your fingertips, where they belong.

Simplicity and Elegance.
At last, a music streaming system designed without
compromise to offer effortless setup, automatic
backup, and flawless performance. With Sooloos you
can rest assured that your music is only a touch away –
so you can simply enjoy it anywhere in your home.

Simplicity without compromise.
Meridian Sooloos streaming solutions embody everything you value
about music, instantly accessed via the world’s most advanced
touchscreen interface. Your collection becomes easy to manage, with
intuitive simplicity and exceptional speed. It’s designed with a deep
understanding of music, and delivers an experience that reflects the
unique value your music library holds for you.
From any room in your home; on portable devices, computers, or even
via the web across the world; your Meridian system lets you access,
browse and play your library at any time. And you can tune in to internet
radio and access popular music streaming services such as tidal,
simply and easily too.
Meridian systems grow with you. When needs change or there are
new options in the ever-developing world of digital music, expansion
means simply adding another component to your network, giving you
browsing, playback or storage of your collection wherever you need it.
Meridian Sooloos now offers the ground-breaking MQA – Master
Quality Authenticated – delivering the authentic sound of the original
studio masters, guaranteed. MQA brings you closer to the original
performance than ever before, via MQA downloads and streams.
Meridian’s award-winning Sooloos music streaming solutions represent
the next step in the Meridian tradition of delivering state-of-the-art
home entertainment systems: pristine lossless audio quality;
an extraordinarily intuitive user interface; automatic network discovery
and integration for instant installation; and a modular, expandable
system, designed to suit your needs.
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The rich visual experience and fast, responsive touch-screen software allow you
to capture instantaneously all the things you enjoy most about music.

the most fun, intuitive and exciting way to access your music.
Meridian SOOLOOS brings your Collection to life.

Focus

Using Focus, you control the criteria
for what you want to hear. Imagine
being able to snap your fingers and
have exactly the 20 albums you want
jump off the shelf and into your
hands. With a simple and intuitive
interface, you will always find the
music for your mood.

STREAM

Add millions of songs to your
collection with major music
subscription services. Albums and
tracks are fully integrated into the
browser and streamed over the
internet whenever you listen.

BROWSE

Music has meaning. For different
people, it means different things.
You can browse by artist names but
you can also browse by import date
and by release date. As the covers of
your collection move through time,
the memories and meanings of your
collection come to life.

SWIM

Once you adjust the Focus on your
collection, touch Swim and the
system will select the music for you.
Don’t worry about making playlists
for a party – whenever the music
you and your guests select runs out,
Swim will keep the party going while
you simply enjoy it.

EXPLORE

There are many ways to think
about your collection. Sometimes
browsing by words or ideas (genres,
decades, tags, playlists) is the key
to finding what you’re looking for.
Meridian’s system understands
music, giving you many ways to find
what you want to hear.

TUNE IN

Internet Radio offers a vast
source of music, entertainment
and information from around the
world. Find stations and listen
easily and reliably thanks to the
integrated TuneIn™ directory.

automatic Network
Discovery
for simple set-up and
optimum performance.

Control 15 features a 17in touch-panel
display, the unique award-winning
software, and built-in storage for up
to 1,000 cd albums. With Meridian
SpeakerLink and digital audio outputs for
direct connection to any audio system.

Media Source 200 adds a zone to your
system via Meridian SpeakerLink, s/pdif
digital or analogue. Simple control from
anywhere on your network.

Media Source 600 elegantly adds a zone
to your system via analogue, digital or
Meridian SpeakerLink, controlled from
anywhere on your network.

Core Control App for iPad and iPhone lets you take
control of your Meridian Sooloos system from
anywhere on your network. Control one or many
zones with its intuitive interface and access all the
features of your system with the touch of a finger.

Reference 818 Audio Core & 808
Compact Disc Player include Sooloos
zone playback capability that integrates
simply into your Meridian system for the
ultimate streaming experience.

Media Drive 600 features twin hard
disc storage with automatic backup.
Automatically integrates with existing
storage. Ideal for large libraries.

The powerful Media Core 600 includes
twin hard disc storage with automated
backup, and six audio zones with
SpeakerLink, digital and analogue
outputs. A complete, scalable solution
in a single, rack-mountable case,
operated from any Meridian Sooloos
controller.

Media Core 200 is a
complete, compact, fanless
Meridian Sooloos system:
just add the controller
of your choice. Internal
lossless storage for about
2,000 cd albums.

Meridian Sooloos now supports
the tidal lossless high-definition
streaming service, soon to introduce
Meridian’s award-winning mqa.

High fidelity – even higher praise.
“A complete reinvention of how we relate to music”

Sooloos supports Rhapsody ,
the world’s premier online music
streaming subscription service,
currently offering over 16 million
songs. Albums can be seamlessly
displayed and integrated into your
collection allowing unique features
such as “Swim” and Focus” to work
with streamed content as if it were
stored locally.
®

– stereophile
“Arguably the most intuitive and rewarding piece
of audio technology ever conceived”
– esquire
“The Sooloos system gave us a musical epiphany…
it’s sheer genius”
– what hi fi
“Sooloos’s ability to instantly sort through your library
and present to you exactly the music you might want to

Meridian supplies a plugin
for the popular dBpoweramp ripping
software that ensures imported cds
are correctly formatted, with full
metadata, for a Sooloos system.

hear at any particular moment borders on the magical…”
– the absolute sound

Qnap Storage Devices are the
industry leaders in attached network
storage. These drives can now be
used with any Sooloos system for
data storage. This includes primary,
back-up, or shared storage.
iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries.
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